In this paper we prove that the Landau-Kolmogorov inequality for functions on the half line holds for any Orlicz space with the constants, which are best possible for L-space.
INTRODUCTION
The Landau-Kolmogorov inequality f(k)I1 _< K(k, n)ll fll -f(n)I1, (1) where 0 < k < n, is well known and has many interesting applications and generalizations (see [1-6, 15, 18-21] ). Its study was initiated by Landau [11] and Hadamard [7] (the case n 2). For functions on the whole real line [, Kolmogorov [9] succeeded in finding in explicit form the best possible constants K(k, n) Ck,. in (1) , and Stein proved in [20] that inequality (1) We have the following results [13] [14] 
..,n-1} and iIf(,)l.
Proof We divide our proof into two steps.
Step 1 We begin to prove (2) with the assumption that f(k)6
Fix O<k<n. Let e>O be given. We choose a function 
Combining (7), (9) and using (6), we get for sufficiently large m l(f(tm + y)-f(y))v(y)ldy < , which contradicts (5) . The cases 1 < r < n are proved similarly. The continuity of F r) has been proved. 
IIF,l")llo < IIf(")(x + ")ll,,+llv,,(')ll(,+)
Combining (10)- (12), we get (11 f) I1,,+ e,)" < C +k,n II.zCll"-a,,+ f")
By letting e -+ 0 we have (2).
Step 
in the "D'(b, c) sense. Therefore, for 0 < 2 < b we have II(fio) * 'z)(') IIq>,i,) lift,) * ll,,t,) _< fn) * q', I1, --< Jn)I1, J,,)II,i,,+ f(n)I1,+.
On the other hand, using (fo) * P)(') fo) * P') L([),
Yk O, n and the proved in Step Landau-Kolmogorov inequality for functions on [b, cx)), we get for k 1 n l, i1,,_: fj(n) ik Hence, combining (13) , (14) we obtain for all 0<2<b, k= n-l, (15) On the other hand, because f,) is continuous on I+, we easily get
20 (16) Indeed, for 2 < x we have from the continuity offk) at x that For each function v L-[b, oo), p(v, )< and 0 < 2 < b, by (15) and the definition of the Orlicz norm we get I(fk) * q),)(x)v(x)ldx < Q,+,,,llfll
Therefore, using Fatou's lemma, (15) and (16) it is easy to see that Theorem 1 still holds for any Luxemburg norm.
